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4:00 pm Welcome & Introductions: Wendy Deras, Industry Sector Manager, Health, Inland Empire,  
 
 
4:10 pm  “Inland Empire /Desert Registered Nursing LMI Update” presented by Juan Madrigal 
 
4:20pm “Lessons on Starting a Rural ADN program in the IE”, Theresa Becker, Associate Dean, 

Health Sciences, Palo Verde  
 
4:40 pm Curriculum Approval/Discussion 
 
  “Pre-Allied Health Certificate of Achievement”, Kurt Spurgin, College of the Desert 
 

Community Colleges report out and review of any changes needing approval 
 

Moderated Industry Skills Panel  
 
 

Barbara Barney-Knox, MBA, MA, BSN, RN 
Deputy Director Nursing, Statewide Chief Nurse Executive 
CDCR 
 
Ann Mendoza, MSN, RN, NPD-BC, NE-BC 
Director, Clinical Education 
Pomona Valley Hospital Medical Center 
 
April Keller, BSN, RN 
Nursing Education Instructor 
Clinical Placement Coordinator 
Education Services 
 
Carol Wagner, Director of Clinical Initiatives 
Providence Healthcare Group 

 
Moderator: Wendy Deras 

 
 5:00pm Breakout Rooms per college 

     Zoom 
      February 26, 2024 

       4pm-6pm 

 



HEALTHCARE ADVISORY MINUTES: Registered Nurse/ADN Regional Advisory 

                   

 

 

5:00 pm Welcome & Introductions: Wendy Deras, RDEE Health, Inland Empire 
• Brief overview of meeting and Wendy asked the attendees to introduce themselves in the chat. She 

also explained that you can save and download the chat at any time during the meeting. 
 

• This is the fifth year that we have gathered for this advisory meeting.  The goal is to come together 
every year, so that we have the best information possible to have the best curriculum possible to 
get you the best employees possible. Also, so that you all have the information you can take back to 
your schools and to connect the schools to industry and let them share their needs and that you 
have an idea of what's happening in the community. 
 

“Inland Empire Health Registered Nursing (ADN) LMI Update” Juan Madrigal, Consultant with Center of Excellence 
 

• Reviewed the work of the Centers of Excellence (COE). 
o The purpose is to provide quality labor market data and information to all the community 

colleges in the region as well as K-12 partners.  
o They assist stakeholders with program development, modifying existing programs, and 

pursuing new grants and meetings like this. 
o We will review Industry Data, Occupational Demand and Educational Supply on both the 

community college and non-community college side. 
• Job Projections in our region 

 
• Inland Empire desert region is at the top is leading the numbers. It's leading the growth.  Juan 

shared that he will add a slide to his powerpoint that explains all of the definitions. 
 

 

Location: Zoom 

      Monday, February 26, 2024, 4pm-6pm 

  



 
• What is a Registered Nurse? 

 
o It is not listed in the above, but there is a demand for travel registered nurses.  

• Occupational Demand 
o The table just shows the number of jobs back in 2022 and the projected number for these 

occupations through 2027.  

  
• The table just shows average wage of the registered nurse in our region. 

  
• What are employers posting in the region? 

 



  
 

• Educational Supply 
o The table shows the award conferred by the community colleges in the region. 
o The 3-year average for this program at all these colleges was 532 (3-year average). 

• Wendy shared the lens through which we're looking through labor market data. It was geared 
towards how many awards are the private and public schools at each of the levels producing. The 
data shows how many completers go into the workforce. The information based on the community 
college system and how they gather the data and what their codes are.  

  
 
Associate Degrees for non-community colleges (last 2 years).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bachelor's Degrees awarded in the last 2 years. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Master’s Degrees awarded in the last two years. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Student Outcomes 
      After a student completes the program there is to survey (self-reported data) .  

 

Estimated Labor Gap 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The data is projected and an average over three years. The Center of Excellence, leaning 
towards being more conservative. The data is for San Bernardino and Riverside County, 

  
o Shared the IE/Desert Regional Career Education Map (https://bit.ly/IECareerMap). Juan 

shared how the map works and that you can view information on the region’s community 
colleges, high schools, and pathways. 

o It gives you the option to drill down and find out more about industries that you're 
specifically interested in. 

o Juan will collect the data from the BRN website on pass rates for each school individually 
and year and compare it to the labor market data you already have.  

§ Wendy shared eight colleges of the seven of which have data on that BRN website. 
o If you have questions or need more information reach out to juan@coeccc.net 

 
"Lessons on Starting a Rural ADN Program in the Inland Empire” 

Palo Verde College: Theresa Becker, Interim Associate Dean of Nursing and Allied Heath  
o One of the first colleges in the region to have a brand-new ADN program in the state. 

o Rural location. Located on the Colorado River. The closest hospital is 35 bed hospital and 
clinicals are not always available at this location. 

o Theresa shared the process to get an ADN program started:  

https://bit.ly/IECareerMap
mailto:juan@coeccc.net


o Need LMI data to prove there is a need for the program in your area, hold your Advisory 
Board meeting, write your letter of intent, your feasibility study, self-study, develop your 
student applications and the last step, of course, is enrolling students into the program. 
Theresa provides detailed slides in her PowerPoint presentation.  

o Overview of Timeline: Minimum of three years to get an ADN program approved and started 
and students enrolled. 

o Theresa shared tips and her challenges in the process. 
§ Th LVN-30 Option, because you must have exactly 30 credits for somebody that's 

coming in as an LVN.  
•  Needs to be part of the self-study. 
• The student will not receive an associate degree. But that's a part of the 

self-study that must be completed, regardless of whether you're ever going 
to offer that as an option. But whether you're going to encourage students, 
because within LVN 30 option, they can only work as an RN in California. 

§ Faculty Challenges 
• Lack of formal orientation 
• Lack of qualified candidates 
• All colleges struggling with faculty shortages. 
• Need for additional faculty due to clinical site restrictions. 
• Inability of faculty to meet the required load as faculty when preparing 

courses. 
• Times for faculty to develop course materials. 

§ Solutions 
• Develop a formal orientation process prior to hiring your faculty. 
• Have faculty remediate in specialty areas. 
• Professional Development 
• Train Faculty in simulation to offset clinical hours. 
• Create files will all teaching materials (available to all instructors) 
• Use consistent syllabi for every course. 
• Keeping Recruiting! 

 
Kurt Spurgin, College of the Desert, Concept for Pre-Allied Health Certificate of Achievement 
 

• Nursing students would earn a certificate of achievement for completing the prerequisites for the 
nursing program, they would earn an award, a certificate of achievement. There is flexibility for 
other allied health students.  

• The benefit to the student is that once they've completed their prerequisites for nursing. They'll get 
a certificate of achievement that that honors their work and their effort, and then, presumably that 
certificate treatment might provide them with opportunities to get into entry level healthcare 
positions to get more experience in the field. entry level employment while they are earning their 
nursing degree. 

• The committee suggested adding what position that level of education could support. 
• The certificate is a halfway point for the student. It is a way of recognizing the work that they have 

done. It is like halfway to their degree. It is a stackable certificate. 
• If you do have feedback, or if you'd like to see the narrative behind the certificate of achievement, 

please reach out to me. 
• Wendy explained the committee voting process. The committee voted on the certificate. 
• 25 Yes votes, 0 no votes, 0 abstained votes 



 
Community College Report Out 

• College of the Desert: 'll I'll speak more in detail at the breakout, but just so that the region is 
aware, we will be increasing our enrollment, starting in fall up to our max. That's already approved 
by the BRN for a hundred per semester into our RN Program. And then, additionally, we were just 
awarded a 1-million-dollar grant with the K-16 collaborative. It is with all 3 of the high school 
districts in the Coachella Valley, and Cal State (San Bernardino) and COD and will be offering dual 
enrollment to 210 Health Academy students so they will be finishing the prerequisites for the LVN 
program prior to graduating high school. 

 
Industry Skills Panel 
 
There is a good representation on the panel. We have the CDCR State prison system. We have an acute care hospital, 
and we have SNFs being represented. 

• Barbara Barney Knox. She is from the Deputy Director of Nursing a Statewide Chief Nursing 
Executive CDCR. 

• April Keller. Clinical Placement Coordinator for RUHS. 
• Carol Wagner, Director of Clinical Initiatives, State for Providence Healthcare Group. 

 
Question: Is there a difference between your hiring practices with Associate Degree in Nursing versus bachelor’s 
degree in nursing, is one preferred over the other? 
 

• April Keller. Clinical Placement Coordinator for RUHS: We love ADN nurses. There's no preference. 
• Barbara Barney Knox, CDCR: We hire all levels. If you plan to move into leadership then we request a 

BSN and preferably a master’s to be Chief Nurse. 
• Carol Wagner, Providence Healthcare Group. Having a BSN gives them more opportunities for career 

growth and advancement, but ADNs are hired at all our facilities. 
• Chris from San Antonio Hospital. I would have to agree with the panel that we do see our ADNs coming 

directly out of school with an associate to be more engaged in skill sets, you know we do see the 
advantage sometimes of your BSN with a little more of the critical thinking skills. But it really starts with 
those basics, coming in and gaining those skills. 

• Sarah with Eisenhower. Our ADNs do a wonderful job. They come in and are well prepared. We do 
require enrollment and a BSN within your first year and completion within 5 years. So, but we've seen 
great success with them. 

• Karl Van Allen – SARH: We started a new program, basically a residency program we have an onboarding 
coordinator now. And we started 20 new nurses today. And we have everything from bachelor’s to 
associates. And we've worked with them. Last year when we started this program, we ended up with a 
total of just under 80 that completed the program. 

• Wendy shared there are several colleges in our region doing apprenticeship CNA to LVN. Contact Wendy 
if you are interested and for more information. 

• Rachel Martinez wants to remind schools to tell those students to put their non nursing job in their 
resumes and on their applications, because life experience makes a difference and work history makes a 
difference. 

 
Question: The next question is about soft skills. Are there still soft skills that we need to work on in our colleges 
as they come into your jobs? 
 

• April Keller. Clinical Placement Coordinator for RUHS: We're still seeing a lack of communication skills and critical 
thinking skills. It's increased since our Covid graduates, which can be expected since we had them mostly doing 



telehealth and labs. From what I've heard from the directors, they are seeing improvement in those areas. The 
communication part like improvement in just the normal how to speak to people. We were talking about 
another consortium. It's possibly due to the generation we're all used to texting and emailing. People don't 
know how to have conversations anymore. And just the lack of showing compassion. They're not 
compassionate. But a lot of the students still don't know how to just hold someone's hand and sit with them and 
take a moment because we're in such a fast-paced world. So maybe focusing on some of that when you're 
speaking to some of the new nursing students and then the ones getting ready to graduate. Focusing on how 
important it is to have like empathy and compassion.  

• Wendy shared she has been off the floor about 3 years since the pandemic since I've been working in the 
hospital, and when I worked in the hospital 3 years ago, I could shake all my patients’ hands and not put on 
gloves, because you only need gloves. If you are in an isolation room or blood or body fluids. But my 
understanding now people are telling me, is that students are being taught, and employees are being taught to 
wear gloves 24/7. If you're delivering a tray, if you're dressing someone, no blood, body, fluid gloves, gloves, 
gloves, gloves, gloves, is that the new best practice, or is something changed that I'm not aware of? 

• April Keller: For us nothing has changed.  We'll even see some of our travelers or new hires come in and they 
want to put gloves on just to do like return skills, mannequins and infection control has done some teaching that 
you don't need that for non-bodily fluids, you know. We just teach them to use good hand hygiene sanitize hand 
wash in between. We run hundreds of people through in our orientations every week. But we do see that 
everyone's afraid to touch anything without gloves, and I think it also comes from Covid and everything we went 
through where you suited up in full armor for everything. But it is not common practice in our hospital. We still 
believe in hand washing is the best thing, and you don't have to wear gloves to touch patients. 

• Karl Van Allen – SARH: The first thing I teach in our customer service class for newbies or just new hires, is that 
when you introduce yourself to your patient, shake hands with them, and you don't have to put on gloves to 
shake hands with your patient. We have plenty of hand sanitizer. It's in your job description to touch patients. 
You're allowed to do that. And I think when one of the things that always gets to me is that we get to a point 
where you want to. The new nurse withdraws to the computer because it's safe. And it's and it's easy. And it's 
convenient. But you know we've I've really don't II know what documentation is important. I've been doing this 
forever but taking care of your patients is more important. And so, when you talk about the soft skills, just being 
willing to sit in the room with someone and listen to what they must say and have that as part of your as part of 
our training in the schools. I teach clinical occasionally for some of the schools. And you know I'm never going to 
fault someone for taking an extra few minutes in the room. 

• Carol Wagner, No, we're the same. Good hand washing good hand, hygiene, and gloves in areas bodily fluid. But 
we still do have Covid areas in our buildings. So, you know, more precautions in those areas. But other than that 
just good hand hygiene. Regarding soft skills, you can't document if you don't know what your patient's baseline 
is, if you're not in the room looking at them. If you don't listen to a patient. You're not going to get a sense of 
what's going on, how to help them, how to move them forward. how to resolve an issue. So just kind of that 
integration of their didactic portion into how to actualize it in practice. 

• Barbara Barney Knox, I think from our pre from our perspective, we are a prison setting. And so, people show up 
with these preconceived notions about how we treat our patients. We are currently embarking on a huge 
overhaul of our system called the California Model, where we are much more empathetic, much more personal, 
with the personable, with our incarcerated individuals. As far as we're going as far as to change the name of 
what we call them. We're engaging their inmate councils on how we make decisions. We're treating them as 
equal partners in their healthcare. The same way that we would do outside. We're trying to normalize the work 
that we do with them from a healthcare standpoint and a custody standpoint. And so, you know my advice to 
students, especially those that show up, and they don't understand that our goal is really to function as a regular 
healthcare organization, the same as on the outside is, it may show up thinking I'm not supposed to be nice to 
the inmate. I'm not supposed to show empathy. I'm not supposed to be personable. 

 

 



Question: Is there new technology that is recently come out since last year's advisory? 

• Carol Wagner, we have new respiratory programs going. We're working on instituting bedside dialysis. 
The new system is convenient and easy to use. 

• Barbara Barney Knox, cannot think of anything offhand. I would say that more and more is being pushed 
to the registered nurse and the LVN. Example you may be a clinic nurse, but you also must respond to all 
the emergency medical responses that happen anywhere in the institution. And so, in that sense, we are 
asking that all our nurses have training and emergency medical response. We have a full on 
2-week program that we put all our nurses through for that and you know, putting in IO and drop in you 

 know the right oral airways. So, in that sense, we require a little bit more than your basic bedside, 
 nurse, but I can't think of anything that we're doing. 

•  Karl Van Allen – SARH. And we initiated the caraware phone system in our in our clinical areas, which is 
kind of nice so that they, the staff, gets notifications of what's going on with their patients? We if they're 
on a critical or monitored unit. If their monitor goes off, they get an alert to their phones stuff like that 
which is cool. The other side is that they can text one another when they need help or get information 
from nurses, the nursing admin area and stuff. And we just recently started using capacity management, 
which is another part of Cerner that now. 

• DeeDee Stark - SARH, our IT department, and they had given us this feedback, and they suggested that 
not to forget the importance of TIGER competencies, (technology informatics guiding education reform) 
that increasingly, nurses are dealing with data and information from multiple sources. And most now 
have the basic computer competencies. But they still need to be aware of the data and information 
literacy and have the skills to process that information that they have. 

 
The advisory committee went to breakout rooms.   
 

Chaffey, RCC, SBVC, VVC Breakout Notes 

• SARH started a new grad class of 19 this week 
• They will be starting a smaller new grad class of 10 in April and will start taking applications in a couple weeks 
• The next larger new grad group will start at the end of July 
• Need RN license to apply 
• Suggestions for applying/interviewing: fill out applications properly, bring resume copies, research the hospital 

beforehand, arrive on time 
• It is highly suggested that new grads start in med surg or tele instead of applying to specialty areas. There is also 

a pipeline program available, where the new grad can transition from med surg or tele into a specialty unit after 
gaining experience 

COD/Palo Verde Breakout Session 
1) College of the Desert – Sarah Fry, Director, Nursing and Allied Health, College of the Desert 

a. Introductions of new staff 
b. Program outcomes for AND/RN and LVN to RN cohorts 
c. Upcoming plans for enrollment growth and department goals  

2) Palo Verde presentation - Theresa Becker, Assistant Dean, Health Sciences, Palo Verde 
a. Please refer to prior presentation “Lessons on Starting a Rural ADN program in the IE” 
b. Excited to graduate first ADN class in December 2024.  The class grew from 12-19 students with 

advanced placement students. 
3) Feedback from community partners echoed prior comments for the large group session: need for soft skills, 

professional tone, human connections; no major concerns, just fine tuning. 
4) Barbara Barney-Knox spoke about correctional nursing as a potential first line job for new AND graduates and 

invited us all to tour their facility. 



Last Name First Name Job Title

Institution/ 

Organization Representing Email Address

Allen Karl Educator

San Antonio 

Regional Hospoital Employer kvanallen@sarh.org

Arnold Anita

Assistant Professor, 

Nursing

San Bernardino 

Valley College

Community 

College schaumal99@gmail.com

BARNEY-

KNOX barbara

Deputy Director 

Nursing Services, 

Statewide CNE CCHCS/CDCR Employer barbara.barney-knox@cdcr.ca.gov

Barrett Samantha Nursing instructor Saddleback College Stakeholder sbarrett@saddleback.edu

Battle Maria

Nursing Director, 

Telemetray

San Antonio 

Regional Hospoital Employer Mbattle@sarh.org

Batres Bryan Nursing faculty College of the Desert

Community 

College bbatres07@aol.com

Becker Theresa

Interim Associate 

Dean of Nursing 

and Allied Health Palo Verde College

Community 

College theresa.becker@paloverde.edu

Beltran Andy

Clinical Placement 

Program Supervisor College of the Desert

Community 

College andy.beltran.005@gmail.com

Bender Robin AA

San Bernardino 

Valley College

Community 

College rbender@valleycollege.edu

Boytim Michael

Health Science 

faculty College of the Desert

Community 

College mboytim@outlook.com

Camargo Monica Professor/Chair College of the Desert

Community 

College hhic08@gmail.com

Cates Rebecca 

Chief Nursing 

Executive

California 

Correctional Health 

Care Services Guest kaozervang@gmail.com

Dearman Krystal

Special Program 

Assistant

Mt San Jacinto 

College

Community 

College kdearman@msjc.edu

mailto:kvanallen@sarh.org
mailto:Mbattle@sarh.org
mailto:rbender@valleycollege.edu
mailto:kdearman@msjc.edu


DePonte Terzah Assistant Director Chaffey College

Community 

College terzah.deponte@chaffey.edu

Demarcado Kasa HR

California 

Correctional Health 

Care Services Employer

Doget Lisa DON Chaffey College

Community 

College lisa.doget@chaffey.edu

Edwards Charlie

Director of Nursing 

Professional 

Development

Desert Regional 

Medical Center Employer charlienpd.bc@gmail.com

Egleston Dexter Project Coordinator Saddleback College

Community 

College degleston@saddleback.edu

Foscolos Espree

Assistant Professor, 

Nursing 

San Bernardino 

Valley College 

Community 

College efoscolos@valley.edu

French Michelle

Assistant Director 

of Nursing College of the Desert

Community 

College mgust97@hotmail.com

Fry Sarah DON College of the Desert

Community 

College sarah.fry@collegeofthedesert.edu

Hart Talon Nursing instructor College of the Desert

Community 

College talonhart2@gmail.com

Havak Laura HR

California 

Correctional Health 

Care Services Employer

Hernandez Mitzy Nursing Faculty College of the Desert

Community 

College

mhernandez@collegeofthedesert.e

du

Johnson Joyce

V, Carer Education, 

Nusing/Allied 

Health

Mt. San Jacinto 

College

Community 

College jajohnson@msjc.edu

Jordan Barbara Nursing Faculty College of the Desert 

Community 

College bjordanmsn18@gmail.com

mailto:lisa.doget@chaffey.edu
mailto:sarah.fry@collegeofthedesert.edu
mailto:mhernandez@collegeofthedesert.edu
mailto:mhernandez@collegeofthedesert.edu


Keller April

Clinical Placement 

Coordinator

Riverside University 

Health Systems

Clinical Placement 

Site smilingblondiern@gmail.com

Kinsey Lisa Faculty College of the Desert

Community 

College lisakinsey13@gmail.com

Kollman Sara Senior Director Eisenhower Health Employer skollman@eisenhowerhealth.org

Lopez Lauren

Assistant director 

/nursing faculty Chaffey college 

Community 

College lauren.lopez0712@gmail.com

Malika Maryum AA

San Bernardino 

Valley College

Community 

College mmalika@valleycollege.edu

Martinez Raquel

Nursing Director, 

ER

San Antonio 

Regional Hospoital Employer Rmartinez2@sarh.org

Massad Sana DON 

Mt San Jacinto 

College

Community 

College smassad@msjc.edu

Mallon Christina CEO

San Antonio 

Regional Hospoital Employer cmallon@sarh.org

Miller Tracy Assistant Professor 

Mt San Jacinto 

College

Community 

College trmiller@msjc.edu

Mohammed Geddes

Special Projects 

Director/CTE 

Coordinator

Provisional 

Accelerated Learning 

Academy K12 gmohammed@palcenter.org

Moore Kathleen CNO/COO

Hi-Desert Medical 

Center Employer kathleen1.moore@tenethealth.com

Navarro Jesse Assistant Professor

San Bernardino 

Valley College

Community 

College jesse.navarro@gmail.com

Obra Violy nrsg faculty

San Bernardino 

Valley College

Community 

College violy_bnqued@live.com

Ottinger Maria CPC 

Mt San Jacinto 

College

Community 

College mottinger2005@gmail.com

Padfield Karmen DON Victor Valley

Community 

College karmen.padfield@vvc.edu

Quinn Jamie

Registered nurse 

instructor Victor Valley

Community 

College jamiequinn244@gmail.com

mailto:mmalika@valleycollege.edu
mailto:Rmartinez2@sarh.org
mailto:cmallon@sarh.org
mailto:karmen.padfield@vvc.edu


Rashid Fiona Staff Saddleback College Stakeholder frashid2@saddleback.edu

Reese Camille Interim Director Palo Verde College

Community 

College camille.reese@paloverde.edu

Simental Yolanda

Associate Dean 

Health Science 

Nursing Director

San Bernardino 

Valley College

Community 

College aysimental77@gmail.com

Smith Janet Director Eiesenhower Health Employer tbell361@gmail.com

Spurgin Kurt Faculty College of the Desert

Community 

College kspurgin@collegeofthedesert.edu

Stark DeeDee Educator

San Antonio 

Regional Hospoital Employer dstark@sahr.org

Suarez Mary Simulation Faculty College of the Desert

Community 

College mrsuar35@gmail.com

Thompson David Asst Direc of ER

San Antonio 

Regional Hospoital Employer dthompson@sarh.org

Vant Hul Tammy Dean

Riverside City 

College

Community 

College tammy.vanthul@rcc.edu

Vogel Angela Professor ADN

San Bernardino 

Valley College

Community 

College angievogel22@gmail.com

Wagner Carol 

Director of 

Reimbursement Providence Group Employer carol.wagner@pacs.com

Younker Jenny CTE Teacher

Springs Charter 

Schools K12 jenny.younker@springscs.org

Employers 17 COD 12

Colleges 32 RCC 1

K12 1 NSJC 4

Stakeholders 4 VVC 2

Chaffey 3

SBVC 8

PV 2

mailto:frashid2@saddleback.edu
mailto:camille.reese@paloverde.edu
mailto:kspurgin@collegeofthedesert.edu
mailto:dstark@sahr.org
mailto:dthompson@sarh.org
mailto:jenny.younker@springscs.org



